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ANNALS9 OF MIATEBMATICS 

Vol. 75, No. 2, March, 1962 
Printed in Japan 

IMMERSIONS IN THE STABLE RANGE 

BY ANDRt HAEFLIGER AND MORRIS W. HIRSCH* 

(Received January 30, 1961) 
(Revised July 17, 1961) 

Introduction 

Let M and N be differentiable manifolds of dimensions m and n, and 
T(M), T(N) their tangent bundles. An immersion of M in N is a dif- 
ferentiable map f: M - N such that the differential f*: T(M) - T(N) 
has rank m on each fibre. A regular homotopy is a homotopy f,: M-u N 
such that each ft is an immersion, and such that ft*: T(M) T(N) is a 
(continuous) homotopy. 

In [1] it is proved that the regular homotopy classes of immersions of 
M in N, m < n, are in one-one correspondence with the homotopy classes 
of fibre maps T(M) - T(N) whose restriction to each fibre of T(M) is a 
linear map of rank m into a fibre of T(N). Such maps will be called 
linear. 

Our purpose is to give, in view of [1], another classification of immer- 
sions in the range 2n > 3m + 1, by proving the following result: the 
homotopy classes of linear maps T(M) - T(N) are in one-one correspond- 
ence with the homotopy classes of those fibre maps q: T(M) - T(N), 
called here skew maps, which have the property that R(-X) =-(X), 
and qp(X) # 0 if X # 0. This is proved by showing that the homotopy 
groups of the Stiefel manifold Vnm of m-frames in n-space are the same, 
up to a certain dimension, as those of the space Xn m of maps q: Rm Rn 
with the property that -1(O) = 0 and R(-X) = -q'(X). This fact is 
easily proved using the Freudenthal suspension theorems. 

A skew map T(M) -Rn is essentially the same as a map 8: U -ASn-1, 
where U is a neighborhood of the diagonal A of M x M, with the property 
that 8(x, y) = -8(y, x) (Theorem 2.1.). Such a map 8 is called equivariant. 
We apply this to immersions f: M a Rn, replacing the differential 
f*: T(M) - R n by af: U - A Sn- defined by 8f(x, y) = 

(f (x) - f(y))/ If(x)-f - . In the case where f is one-one, Sf is defined on 
M x M - A. This permits us to exploit our knowledge of the topology 
of M. As a result, we obtain a new proof of Kervaire's theorems (2.6) 
that the Smale invariant of an imbedding f: Stn - Rn vanishes if 
2n > 3m + 1, and f (Stm) has a trivial normal bundle. Other applications 
are (2.8), (2.9) and (2.10). 

* Supported by National Science Fundation contracts NSF G-10700 and NSF G-11594. 
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232 ANDRt HAEFLIGER AND MORRIS W. HIRSCH 

In the general case, where N is not necessarily Rn, there is a corre- 
spondence between skew maps T(M) - T(N) and equivariant maps 
0: U - N x N which is one-one on homotopy classes. (Here "equivariant" 
means that if 0(x, y) = (u, v), then 0(y, x) = (v, u), and X # v if x # y; 
"isovariant" would be more precise.) Since "equivariant map" is a topo- 
logical concept, we obtain (4.3) a topologically invariant classification of 
immersions M e N in the "stable range" of dimensions, 2n > 3m + 1. 
If 2n > 3m, the existence of immersions approximating a given map 
g Me M N is topologically invariant; if g is a topological immersion, it 
can always be approximated by a differentiable one (5.1). 

In the first three sections we treat mainly linear maps T (M) T(N), 
particularly the differential of an immersion. In the last two sections we 
consider the existence and regular homotopy of immersions. For conve- 
nience, however, some results (2.10) of this nature are in ? 2. In ? 6 we 
apply the material of ?? 1 and 3 to obtain the topological invariance of 
the existence of certain tangent frame fields on a differentiable manifold. 

By manifold we always mean a differentiable manifold of class CW. We 
assume all manifolds to have a complete riemannian metric. Throughout 
the paper, M is a manifold of dimension m, and N a manifold of dimen- 
sion n. We denote the tangent bundle of M by T(M), and the sub-bundle 
of null vectors by To(M), which we may identify with M. The diagonal 
A c M x M is the set of points (x, x) and is also identified with M. We 
use Rmn for euclidean m-space; the unit sphere in Rmn is S-1. By transla- 
tion, we identify T(Rn) with Rm, the tangent space of Rm at the origin. 

A differentiable imbedding is an immersion which is a homeomorphism 
onto its image. 

1. Maps of plane bundles 
Let w: E- B and w': E'-) B' be fibre bundles. A map A: E -E' is 

a fibre map if q? takes each fibre of E into a single fibre of E'. In this 
case there is a unique map A: B -+ B' such that An = w'dp. We call - the 
map induced by p. 

Now assume that E is a bundle of m-planes and E' a bundle of n-planes, 
with structural groups GL(m) and GL(n) respectively. A fibre map 
(p: E -+ E' is linear if for each x e B, q? I w-'(x) is a linear map of rank m 
into the corresponding fibre of E'. A linear homotopy is a homotopy 
Rt: E -+ E' such that each qt is linear. A fibre map A: E -+ E' is a skew 
map if qp(X) t 0 whenever X # 0 and R(-X) = -R(X). Every linear 
map is a skew map. The term skew homotopy has the natural definition. 

Let Ln m denote the space of linear maps Rm -+ Rn of rank m, and Xn,m 
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IMMERSIONS 233 

the space of skew maps Rm -+ Rn; these spaces have the compact open 
topology. Let p: Lnm Xn m be the inclusion. 

(1.1) LEMMA. If 0 < i < 2n - 2m - 1, then po: WIj(Ln,m) i(Xn,m) 

is an isomorphism. If i = 2n - 2m - 1, then po is onto. 
PROOF. Since we are dealing with homotopy groups, we may replace 

Lnom with its deformation retract Vn, m, the space of linear maps of rank 
m which preserve length. Thus Vn m is the Stiefel manifold of orthonormal 
r-frames in Rn. Likewise we replace Xnm by the subspace Ynm of radial 
maps that preserve length along each radius; Yn,m is a deformation retract 
of Xn m. Since each G Yn, m is completely determined by q I Sm-1: Sm-1--+ 
S n-1 we see that Yn,m is the space of maps A: Stm1 -+ Sn-1 which com- 
mute with the antipodal map. We shall prove (1.1) by induction on m. 
We denote the inclusion VnmcLnm by Pm. If m = 1, Vn m = Yn m = Sn-1 

and proof is complete. Assume now that m > 1, and assume inductively that 

(l.lm-l) (Pm-1)# wi( Vn,m-1) -1+ w( Ynm-1) 
is an isomorphism for 0 < i < 2n - 2m - 3, and is onto for 
i = 2n - 2m - 3. 

Let p: Vn,m -+ Vn, m- and q: Ynm > Ynm-l assign to each linear (respec- 
tively, skew) map its restrictions to Rm-'. It is well known that p defines 
a fibre bundle, and it is easy to see that q defines a fibration in the sense 
of Serre. Moreover, qpm, = p .-lp Choose v e Vn7mrn and put p = pmi_(v). 
To prove (1.lm) it suffices to prove that Pm [ p-1(v) induces an isomorphism 
w,(p-1(v)) --+ w(q -1(*)) for i < 2n - 2m - 1, and an epimorphism for 
i = 2n - 2m - 1; then (1.lm) is proved by looking at the exact homotopy 
sequences of the fibrations defined by p and q. Now p-1(v) is homeomor- 
phic to Sn-m* We identify q-1(*) with the space of maps f: Em-1 + Sn-1 
such that f I Sm-2 = if where Em-l is the northern hemisphere of Sm'1. 

By contracting f(Sm-2) over the southern hemisphere of Sn-1 to the south 
pole, we see that this space has the homotopy type of the iterated loop 
space f2m_ Sn-l , and it is easy to see that Pm I q-1(v) induces a map 
U: 5n-m &2m-1Sn-1 with the property that u# w.(Sn-m) -1 (f:rnl~n-l) = 

Wi+mA(Sn-1) is the iterated suspension; see [2, Ch. XI]. Since this suspen- 
sion is an isomorphism for i < 2n - 2m - 1 and is onto for i = 2n - m -1, 
proof is established. 

Now let w: E-+ B be an r-plane bundle and w': E' -+ B' an n-plane 
bundle, with respective structural groups GL(M), GL(n). We assume B is 
a simplicial complex. 

(1.2) THEOREM. 

(a) Assume dimB ? 2n - 2m - 1. Let A: E-+ E' be a skew map. 
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234 ANDRt HAEFLIGER AND MORRIS W. HIRSCH 

There is a linear map *: E -+ E' such that p = - and * is skew homo- 
topic to (P. 

(b) Assume dim B < 2n - 2m - 1. Let qp, q1: E -+ E' be linear maps. 
If q9 and q? are skew homotopic, they are linearly homotopic; the linear 
homotopy may be chosen to cover the homotopy between p0 and q,. 

PROOF. The skew maps E into E' that cover p are in one-one corre- 
spondence with the cross-sections of the bundle S over B, whose fibre 
over x e B is the space (XnXm)x of skew maps of the fibre Ex into the fibre 
E;X(,). The linear maps that cover p correspond to the cross-sections of 
the sub-bundle L c S consisting of linear maps; the fibre of L over x is 
(Lnm)x. An equivalent formulation of (1.1) is that 7C(Xnm, Lnm) = 0 for 
o < i < 2n - 2m - 1. Since the obstructions to deforming a cross-section 
of S into a cross-section of L lie in these groups, (a) is proved. The proof 
of (b) is similar, and is left to the reader. 

2. Linear maps T(M) -+ Rn. 
If f: M-+ N is an immersion, there is a neighborhood U of the diagonal 

A in M x M such that if (x, y) e U -A, f (x) j f (y). If N = R", we may 
therefore define 8f: U - A _+ Sn by 8f(x, y) = f (x) - f(y)/ I If (x) - f(y) 
We shall investigate the connection between Sf and f,: T(M) -+ Rn. 

There is a neighborhood 0M of A such that if (x, y) e 0X, there is a 
unique shortest geodesic joining x to y. We denote by exp the exponential 
map T(M) -+ M, and by To(M) the set of null vectors of T(M). Then 
there is a neighborhood AM of To(M) in T(M) such that the map 
T(M) -+ M x M given by X -+ (exp X, exp -X) maps AM topologically 
onto 0, We denote this homeomorphism by eM: AM > OM, Observe that 
if eM(X) = (x, y), eM(-X) = (y, x), and eM(X) e A if and only if X e To(M). 

If U is a neighborhood of A, a map 8: U - A _+ Sn-1 is equivariant if 
8(y, x) = -8(x, y). Given such a 8, we shall define a skew map 
ID(8) = q?: T(M) -+ R . (The definition of 1 is based on the identification 
of T(M) with the normal bundle of A\ in M x M by means of the expo- 
nential map.) Let e be a positive continuous function on T(M) such that 
s(X) = e(-X), s(X) XeA, n ejI(U), and e = 1 in a neighborhood of 
To(M). Now define q: T(M) -+ Rn by 9p(X) = 11 x 1 &e((X)X) if X # 0, 
and q?(X) = 0 if X = 0; clearly q? is skew. (We use X XH for the norm of 
X.) 

Let us define two equivariant maps 8i: Ui-_ A - 1, i = 0, 1 to be 
germ homotopic if for some symmetric neighborhood V c U0 n U1 of 
A, 0 l o n v- A is equivariantly homotopic to 8l U1 n v - A. It is 
not hard to prove 
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(2.1) THEOREM. 1 induces a one-one correspondence between germ 
homotopy classes of equivariant maps U - A _+ S n and skew homotopy 
classes of skew maps T(M) -+ Rn. 

This can be deduced easily from (3.1), below. 
The following elementary fact is crucial to the theory. 

(2.2) LEMMA. Let f: M -+ RX be an immerision. Then f, and '(8f) 
are skew homotopic. 

PROOF. Let y be a geodesic segment in M with midpoint a. Let x, y e y 
be distinct points equi-distant from a. Let X be the tangent to y 
at a such that exp X = x, exp - X = y. Then I'(8f)(X) = 

[11 X 11 (f (x) -f (y))]/(H I f (x) -f (y) I1) if X is small enough. Keeping X 
fixed and letting x, y -+ a, the term on the right approaches 
I I X I I (f*X)/(H If*X H1). This provides a skew homotopy from ID(8f) to the 
skew map *(X) = (IH XII f*X)/(lI fX* 1). (If X = 0, at each stage of the 
homotopy X -+ 0). Then the homotopy 

(X, t) -* {((1 -t) 11 X11/11f*XH1) + t}f*X 
is a skew homotopy from / to f*. We are now ready to prove 

(2.3) THEOREM. 
(a) Assume 2n > 3m. If there is an equivariant map 8: U- A -+S S 

for some neighborhood U of the diagonal A c M x M, then there is a 
linear map *: T(M) -+ Rn. 

(b) Assume 2n > 3m + 1. Let f, g: M-+ R n be immersions. The 
linear maps f, g*: T(M) -+Rn are linearly homotopic if the maps 
f, 8s,: U - A -+ Sn' are equivariantly homotopic for some neighborhood 
Uof A. 

To prove (a), let q: T(M) -+ Rn be the skew map 1D(8). The existence 
of a linear map follows from (1.3a). To prove (b), we apply (1.3b) and 
conclude that it suffices to show that f* and g* are skew homotopic. By 
(2.2) it is enough to prove that T(8f) and 4'(8) are skew homotopic. This 
follows from (2.1). 

(2.4) COROLLARY. The existence of a linear map T(M) -+ Rn is inde- 
pendent of the structure of T(M) if 2n > 3m. 

In view of (2.3), the question arises as to when equivariant maps exist, 
and when they are homotopic. The following result is well known. 

Let X, Y be spaces on which a group G acts in such a way that only 
the identity element of G leaves any element of X fixed. Let X/G be the 
orbit space of X under the action of G, and let E -+ X/G be the bundle 
with fibre Y associated to the principal G-bundle X -+ X/G. (We assume 
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236 ANDRt HAEFLIGER AND MORRIS W. HIRSCH 

X -+ X/G is locally trivial.) 

(2.5) LEMMA. The cross-setions of E are in one-one correspondence 
with G-equivariant maps X--+ Y. Two cross-sections are homotopic if 
and only if the corresponding maps are equivariantly homotopic. 

Thus if U c M x M is a symmetric neighborhood of A, to study equi- 
variant maps U - A__+ Sn-, we examine cross sections of the bundle over 
(U- A)/Z2 with fibre Sn-1 associated to the Z2-bundle U - A--+ (U - A)/Z2. 
If U = M x M, we put (M x M- A)/Z2 = M*, and we denote this bun- 
dle by QW(M) + M*. The obstructions to a cross-section of Qn(M) lie in 
groups Ht+?(M*, Gi n) where Gron denotes wri(Sn-1) if n - 1 is odd, and the 
following local system otherwise. Let F c w1(M*) be the image of 
w1(M x M - a). If g 0 F and a E wt(Sn-), define ga e wr(Sn-1) to be the 
homotopy class of the composite St Sn- + Sn-1 where the first map 
represents a, and the second is the antipodal map. If h e F, put ha = a. 
If i ? 2n - 2, then ga = -a (cf. [5, 23. 8]). This is the case if 2n > 3m. 
Thus if n - 1 is even, and 2n > 3m, the local system Gi n is the tensor 
product of wi (Sn-1) and the twisted integer system ZT associated to the 
covering M x M - A -+ M*. The obstructions to making two cross-sec- 
tions homotopic lie in the groups HW(M*; G1,n). 

(2.6) THEOREM (Kervaire). If 2n > 3m + 1 and g, f: Smut Rn are 
differentiable imbeddings, f, g*: T(Sm) -+ Rn are linearly homotopic. 

(2.7) COROLLARY. 
(a) The Smale invariant Cf vanishes. 
(b) f(Sm) has a trivial normal bundle. 
PROOF. To prove (2.6), it suffices by (2.3b) to show that the cross- 

sections Sm* + Qn(Sm) corresponding to 8f, 8,: Sm X Sm - A _+ Sn' are 
homotopic. It is well known that Sm* admits real projective i-space as a 
deformation retract. (To see this, let the pair (x, y) of distinct points of 
Sm move uniformly to (x', y'), where x'y' is the diameter parallel to xy, 
and x' is nearer to x than to y.) Therefore Hi(Sm*) = 0 for i > m with 
any coefficient system. Since m > n - 1, there can be no obstruction to 
such a homotopy. The Smale invariant Cf E Wm( Vn,m) can be defined as the 
obstruction to making f* and i* linearly homotopic, where i: Sm +Rn 
is the inclusion. Thus (2.6) is equivalent to (2.7a). To prove (2.7b), we 
observe that the normal bundle of f(S -) is determined by the linear homo- 
topy class of f; for the (n - m)-plane normal to f (S m) at f (x) is normal 
to the i-plane containing f*(T(M/x)). 

The results in (2.7) are due originally to M. Kervaire [3, 4]. 

(2.8) THEOREM. Let M be a compact unbounded in-manifold such that 
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Hi(M) = 0 for 0 < i ? k. 
(a) If k < I m, there exists a linear map T(M) + R2m-. 
(b) Assume k ? 1 m and n ? 2m - k + 1. If f,g: M-RI$ are dif- 

ferentiable imbeddings, f, g*: T(M) - RI$ are linearly homotopic. 

(2.9) COROLLARY. f (m) and g(M) have equivalent normal bundles. 
PROOF. We may assume that M is connected. To prove (a), we con- 

struct a cross-section of Q2m-k(M) _+ M* and apply (2.3). To prove (b), it 
will suffice to show that any two cross-sections of Qn(M) are homotopic. 

Both these results are proved by showing that all obstructions vanish. 
This, in turn, is proved by computing the cohomology of M*. It suffices 
to show that Hi(M*; Gin) = 0, and H'(M; *Gi-,1) = 0 for i ? 2m - k. 
Let Z' be either integer coefficients Z or the twisted integer system ZT 

associated to the covering M x M - A -+ M*, and let Z" be the other. 
Now jrj(Sn-1) is a finitely generated abelian group, hence a direct sum of 
cyclic groups. Therefore it suffices to show that Hi(M*; Z' 0 Zm) = 0 
for m = 2, 3, *.*, oo. By examining the exact cohomology sequence 
[5, 38. 5] corresponding to the sequence 0 Z'--+ -+ Z'0 Zm, -+ 0, we 
find it suffices to prove Hi(M*; Z') = 0 for i ? 2m - k. Consider the 
Thom-Gysin sequence of the covering M x M - A M-+ M*: 
Hi (Mx M - A) -+Hi(M*; Z') -- Hi+l (M*; Z")- Hi+ (Mx M-A)--+ A. 
This sequence is exact and is described in [6, Ch. I, III]. If we can show 
Hi(M x M - A) = 0 for i ? 2m - k, proof will be complete; for, by ex- 
actness, then Hi(M*; Z') Hi'+(M*; Z") for i ? 2m - k, and both 
groups vanish for i > 2m since dim M* = 2m. But Hi(M x M - A) 
H2m-_ (M x M, A) by Lefschetz duality, and this last is 0 for 
2m ? i ? 2m - k by the Kiinneth formula and the connectedness of M. 
This completes the proof. 

We remark that if M is either non-compact or bounded, this result can 
be improved by elementary means, for there is no obstruction to construc- 
ting a linear map T(M)+R2mk-l, and no obstruction to a linear homotopy 
between linear maps T(M) -+ R", if n > 2m - k. This is because such 
obstructions lie in H'+1(M; wi( V2m-k-1,m)) and Hi(M; ri( VTnm)) respectively, 
and ri(Vpq) 0 0 for i < p - q. 

Combining (4.1) and (2.8) proves 

(2.10) THEOREM. Let M be as in (2.8). If k < 1 m, there exists an 
immersion M-- R2Rk. If k _ - m and n ? 2m - k + 1, any two dif- 
ferentiable imbeddings M--+ Rn are regularly homotopic. 

3. Linear maps T(M) -+ T(N). 

Let Ube a neighborhood of A in M x M. We call a map 0: U-+ N x N 
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equivariant if 0(x, y) = (u, v) whenever 0(y, x) = (v, u), and u # v if 
x # y. We let 0 1 A: M-+ Nbe denoted by 0. Iff: M-+ N is an immer- 
sion, there is some neighborhood U of A such that the map Of: U-+ N x N, 
defined by Of(x, y) = 0 (f (x), f (y)) is equivariant. Obviously of = f. 

We describe next an operator 1 assigning to every equivariant map 
0: U-+ N x N a skew 1D(O): T(M) -+ T(N). We first assign to 0 a map 
i: T(M) -+ T(N) which is not necessarily a fibre map, but satisfies the 
other conditions for a skew map, namely t(-X) = -4(X) an 4(X) t 0 if 
X t 0. This is done as follows. Let V be a neighborhood of To(M) in 
T(M) such that V c AM and eM( V) c U n G-1(0N). (See ? 2 for the def- 
inition of eM, AM, OH). Let e be a positive continuous function on T(M) 
with the properties that s(X) = s(-X), s(X)X e V, and e = 1 in a neigh- 
borhood of To(M). Define I: T(M) -+ T(N) by 4(X) = le(X)e;'OeM(e(X)X). 
Given such a map 0, we construct a skew map q as follows. Let 
t: M -+ N be the restriction of t to To(M) with M and To(N) with N in 
the obvious way. Let W be a neighborhood of To(M) such that if X e W 
is based at x, and 4(X) is based at y, then (2(x), y) e ON. Let e be a posi- 
tive function on T(M) such that e(-X) = s(X), s(X)X e W, and s(X) = 1 
in a neighborhood of To(M). If (x, y) e ON, let rxy: T(N/y) -+ T(N/x) be 
the operation of parallel translation along the minimal geodesic joining x 
to y. Now define p: T(M) -+ T(N) by p(X) = 1/(s(X))z--(x,)Y(s(X)X). It 
is easily verified that q is skew, and ep = 5 . Moreover if e is skew, q =e 

because 5(x) = y and ry is the identity. 
Starting with an equivariant map 0, the construction 0 e - pro- 

duces a skew map ID(O). Conversely, starting with a skew map 
p: T(M) -+ T(N), we define an equivariant @(p) = 0: OM -+ N x N by 
O(x, s) = eNpei1(x, y). It is easy to see that if o = 6(p0), then p(0) and q, 
are skew homotopic; while if q = p(0), then 6J(p) and 0, are equivariantly 
homotopic on some neighborhood of A. Furthermore, @ carries skew 
homotopic maps into equivariantly homotopic maps, while if 00 and 01 are 
equivariantly homotopic on some neighborhood of A, then ID(O,) and _I(O,) 
are skew homotopic. Finally if 9o = ID(O,) or 00 = 6(p0), then p = 00. 

We define two equivariant maps Ro: U0 -+ N x N, q1: U1 N x Nto be 
germ homotopic if there is an equivariant homotopy At: V N x N such 
that *i I v n ui=p vn Ui for i = 0, 1. 

The above results are summarized in 

(3.1) THEOREM. e induces a one-one correspondence between skew 
homotopy classes of skew maps T(M) -+ T(N) and germ homotopy classes 
of equivariant maps 0: U -+ N x N. If @(q) = 0, then j = I3. 

(3.2) COROLLARY. If 2n > 3m, the existence of a linear map 
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T(M) -+ T(N) is independent of the structures of T(M) and T(N). 
PROOF OF (3.2). Clearly the existence of equivariant maps is independ- 

ent of any differential considerations. The proof follows from (3.1) and 
(1.3). 

4. Existence and classification of immersions 

The results of this section are based on 

(4.1) THEOREM. Assume n > m. If q: T(M) -+ T(N) is linear, p can 
be approximated by immersions f: M -+ N such that f, and q? are line- 
arly homotopic. Two immersions f, g: M -+ N are regularly homotopic 
if and only if f, and g,* are linearly homotopic. 

PROOF. See [1, ? 5]. 
Applying (1.3) we have 

(4.2) THEOREM. 
(a) Assume 2n > 3m. If q: T(M) -+ T(N) is skew, p can be ap- 

proximated by immersion f: M -+ N such that f, and q? are skew homo- 
topic. 

(b) Assume 2n > 3mr + 1. Two immersions f, g: M-+ N are regular- 
ly homotopic if and only if f, and g,* are skew homotopic. 

From this and (3.1) we obtain 

(4.3) THEOREM. 
(a) Assume 2n > 3m. If U is a neighborhood of A in M x M, and 

8: U N x N is equivariant, 8 can be approximated by immersions 
f: Ma N such that Sr and 8 are germ homotopic. 

(b) Assume 2n > 3mA + 1. Two immersions f,g: M-+ Nare regular- 
ly homotopic if and only if 3f and 83 are germ homotopic. 

(4.4) COROLLARY. If 2n > 3m, the existence of immersions M -+ Nis 
independent of the differential structures of M and N. 

5. Topological immersions 

A map f: Ma-+ N is called a topological immersion if some neighbor- 
hood of each point of M is mapped topologically. 

The equivariant map 3f is defined as before. A topological regular 
homotopy is a homotopy ft: M -+ N such that for each point x of M, there 
is a neighborhood U which is mapped topologically by each ft. The in- 
dependence of U from t is important here. It follows that Aft is an 
equivariant homotopy on some neighborhood of A. 

(5.1) THEOREM. 
(a) Assume 2n > 3m. A topological immersion f: M -+ N can be 
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approximated by differentiable immersions g: Mu-* N such that 8f and 
8q are germ homotopic. 

(b) Assume 2n > 3m + 1. Two differentiable immersions f, g: M-+ N 
are differentiably regularly homotopic if and only if they are topologi- 
cally regularly homotopic. 

PROOF. Apply (4.3). 
(5.2) COROLLARY. If M is homeomorphic to a r-manifold, M can be 

immersed in Rn, where 2n > 3m. 
PROOF. [1, 6.5], a =-manifold of dimension m can be immersed in Rm+1. 

Now apply (5.1a). 
REMARK.. Let d be an integer such that Hi(M) = 0 for i > d (and any 

group of coefficients). J. Milnor has pointed out to us that in ? 4 and ? 5, 
3m could be replaced by 2m + d (also in (2.3), (2.4) and (3.2)). This is be- 
cause in the hypothesis of (1.3), dim B can be replaced, without any 
change in the proof, by any integer d such that Hi(B) = 0 for i > d. 

6. Tangent vector fields 
In this section (which is independent of immersion theory) we show 

how to apply ?? 1 and 3 to obtain results which prove that certain invari- 
ants of the tangent bundle of a manifold are homeomorphism invariants. 
(It is not known whether the tangent bundle itself is a homeomorphism 
invariant. Added in Proof: Milnor has recently proved it is not.) 

Let M and M' be differentiable m-manifolds with the same underlying 
topological space K, which we assume to be triangulated. No assumptions 
as to the compatibility of the differentiable and combinatorial structures 
are made; K can equally well be considered as a cw-complex. 

Let X be a field of tangent k-frames on M, over the (i - l)-skeleton 
K,1; briefly, a k-field in M over Ki1. Then there is an obstruction co- 
chain w(X) e Ci(K; w,_((V.,q)) whose vanishing is necessary and sufficient 
for the extension of X over Ki. 

(6.1) THEOREM. Let X be a k-field in M over K_1, with obstruction 
cochain w(x). If i ? 2m - 2k - 1 there is a k-field V in M' over Ki1 
such that w(') = w(X). 

Before proving (6.1), we point out some consequences. 

(6.2) COROLLARY. If M admits a k-field with k<1(m-1), so does M'. 
PROOF OF (6.2). Take i = m in (6.1). By assumption, there is a k-field 

X in Mover Kmi such that w(X) = 0. By (6.1), there is a k-field V in M' 
over Kmi with w(X') = 0. Thus V can be extended over Km. 

As a special case of (6.1), pointed out to us by Milnor, suppose M is 
closed (i.e., connected, compact, and unbounded) and (k - l)-connected. 
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Then Hi(M; i-1( Vm k)) = 0 for i < m; hence there is a k-field X in M over 
M - x, for any x e M. The obstruction to extending X lies in 7r_1(Vm k), 
and is independent of the choice of X. Thus to each (k - l)-connected 
closed differentiable manifold Mis associated an element o)(M) e 7l( Vmk). 

(Actually Go depends on k as well as M.) Applying (6.1) yields 
(6.3) COROLLARY. If M and M' are homeomorphic closed (k - 1)-con- 

nected m-manifolds, then w(M) = co(M). 
PROOF OF (6.1). Since M and M' are homeomorphic, by (3.1) there is a 

skew map A: T(M) -- T(M') covering the identity map of K. Now a k- 
field X in M over Kj-1 is nothing but a linear map X: Kj-1 x R' -+ T(M) 
covering the identity map of K_1, and likewise for M'. Thus 
pX: Kj-1 x R' I-+ T(M') is a skew map covering the identity map of K,1. 
By (1.2), there is a linear map X': Kj-1 x RI -+ T(M') which is skew 
homotopic to pX, and which also covers the identity map of K,1. It 
follows from (1.1) that wo(X') = Go(X). 
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